Prayer

X As people enter, Kol Nidre by Jon Simon is playing
X Welcome
X “As the cello plays Kol Nidre we invite you to spend time with meditations on pages 4-8, 10-11, 16-17”
9 Candle lighting/Shehecheyanu (HHD melody)
12-13 Alternating reading (Rabbi leads, cantor joins in the sections where all read.)
16 All rise. Or Zarua (scrolls are taken from Ark by lay leaders and face congregation) music flows into B’shivah Shel Malah
16 Read together “With one voice…”
18 1) Cantor chants Kol Nidre a cappella
   2) Congregation reads English translation
   3) Choral Kol Nidre
20 Read English
   Sing Vayomer Adonai—Nusach with accompaniment/choir
   Return Torah scrolls to the Ark, remain standing
22 Bar’chu—HHD nusach with more modern accompaniment (less stiff/more jazz). Just back and forth. No cantor repetition 3rd time.
25 Rabbi reads. Cantor hums Roll into Dark (Katz) while finger-picking.
26 Ahavat Olam-(Debbie Friedman)
BREATHE BETWEEN—SPACE

28-29  Sh’ma-Shabbat nusach
30,32  V’ahavta
X  Iyun
40  Mi Chamocha—HHD Nusach
42  Hashkivenu—Taubman (teen soloist?)
45  Read “For on this day…” with musical underscore—hints of Kol Nidre
45  All Rise Chant Chatzi Kaddish—HHD nusach
46  Adonai S’fatai—Tiferet Siegel (with flute)
48-53  Amidah straight through ending with “Atah Kadosh…y’hallelucha sela”
53  Sing chorus of Uv’chein-Aloni
      Read English “And so, in Your holiness”
54  Sing chorus of Uv’chein-Aloni
      Read English
56  Sing chorus of Uv’chein-Aloni
      Read English
58  Read “You and you alone…Halleluyah!”
58  Chant Kadosh Atah-nusach
58-61  Daven individually pages 58-61. (after 2 min of individual prayer, piano comes in with Kol Nidre themed music for another min)
78  Shalom Rav (Klepper/Freelander) more sophisticated arrangement with a key change/build into B’seifer Chayim
82  All Rise Read English “Our God and God of all generations…have done wrong”
      Chant Ashamnu
84  Read English

86-90  Rabbi Hebrew/All English alternating. V’al Kulam sung on page 87,90.


112  Read (music: underscore Avinu Malkeinu—trad but jazz)

114-115  Open Ark all rise. Rabbi reads Hebrew. All read English alternating.

   We sing Avinu Malkeinu—Trad

116-118  Aleinu—through “baruch hu” then “V’neemar…”

120-121  Reading before Kaddish

122  Mourner’s Kaddish followed by Oseh Shalom-Hirsch a capella. (1st part only)

Put our arms around one another. We sing Priestly Benediction-Debbie Friedman.

One line sung in Hebrew, translated by Rabbi alternating.

Close.